I.
Introduction* This report examines the use of arbitration agreements in the workplace by the top 100 largest domestic United States companies, as ranked by Fortune magazine. 1 These companies are the most successful, powerful companies in America, with combined annual revenues totaling over 7.6 trillion dollars according to Fortune magazine. 2 The research in this report was undertaken to identify: 1) How many of these companies have utilized arbitration to resolve workplace disputes since 2010; and 2) Of those companies, how many use arbitration clauses that require workers also to waive their right to proceed collectively or as part of a class (a "class waiver"). This report does not address labor arbitration or unionized employees who are bound to arbitrate under a collective bargaining agreement; instead, this report focuses on individual arbitration agreements for workplace disputes.
The key findings of this study are as follows:
• 80% of the companies in the Fortune 100, including subsidiaries or related affiliates, have used arbitration agreements in connection with workplace-related disputes since 2010.
• Of the 80 companies with arbitration agreements in the workplace, 39 have used arbitration clauses containing class waivers.
The ability to access courts is disappearing for workers in America because arbitration clauses have permeated the majority of the leading companies in America. Personal injury claims, wage claims, civil rights claims, sexual assault claims, and other claims involving the workplace and vulnerable workers may never be heard in a public court, with broad procedural protections for employees, because of the use of arbitration clauses. Further, through the use of class waivers, it is impossible for employees to join together in a class or collective action against their more powerful and far better-resourced employers. Access to courts has become increasingly more difficult for workers, and the vast majority of America's top companies have tried to block workers from entering the courthouse door.
II. Methodology
This study broadly measures the pervasiveness of arbitration agreements for workplace-related disputes among Fortune 100 companies in recent years. Based on publicly-available data, it is difficult to assess with certainty the raw number of workers bound by arbitration clauses at each company, without making various assumptions. Unfortunately, the extent of each company's use of arbitration in its own workforce is not readily ascertainable. Nevertheless, this report provides a snapshot of how many of America's top companies have used arbitration agreements for workplace-related disputes in recent years.
A. Sources Reviewed
To gather this information about the use of arbitration agreements in the workplace among Fortune 100 companies, we examined court opinions and pleadings filed since January 1, 2010. General internet searches were conducted when court opinions or filings were not available for a particular company. For example, a company may sometimes place its employee manual or policies online, and these materials may contain arbitration clauses.
Because this study relied solely on publicly-available data, the use of arbitration clauses in the workplace among the top companies in America may actually be higher than indicated by our research. There may be no record of a company seeking to impose arbitration on a worker because no employee has publicly challenged the validity of an arbitration agreement, and a company may not publicize its use of arbitration on its public website.
B. Limitations On The Conclusions That May Be Drawn From Our Research
It is important to note that this study does not indicate how many workers are bound by an arbitration clause. Relying solely on publicly-available data, it is difficult to determine with certainty how many workers at each particular company are bound by an arbitration clause. For example, there may be a reported court opinion revealing that a particular worker for a company is bound by an arbitration clause, but based on the court opinion, it is not possible to determine with certainty whether the company uses arbitration for all of its workers or just smaller subsets or categories of its workers. The fact that a company has used arbitration agreements with one of its workers or category of workers does not necessarily mean the company uses arbitration agreements for all of its workers. However, if a reported case reveals that a company has used arbitration agreements for a workplace-related dispute in connection with one employee or one type of employee, these companies likely have the power to impose arbitration agreements on their other workers as well.
C. Search Results
The Appendix to this report organizes America's Top 100 companies for 2017 as published by Fortune magazine into three categories: 1) companies that have no publicly-available record of using arbitration clauses for workplace-related disputes; 2) companies that have a public record of an arbitration clause for workplace-related disputes, but which have no public record of having employed a class or collective action ban, and are, thus, "silent" as to class waivers; and 3) companies that have utilized workplace arbitration clauses with class and collective action bans. 3
Some court opinions listed in the Appendix to this report selectively quote from parts of an arbitration agreement, but the full text of the arbitration agreement may appear in a different court filing, and not in the court opinion. For example, the full text of an arbitration agreement may appear as an exhibit to a motion to compel arbitration filed by the company in court. In other words, the court opinion cited in the Appendix may not actually refer to a class waiver, even though a class waiver exists in the arbitration agreement. To verify the existence of class waivers, dockets and the underlying court filings were checked to search for the entire text of an arbitration agreement. For a few situations, the entire text of the arbitration agreement was not publicly-available (e.g., the court and parties selectively quoted from a portion of the arbitration agreement instead of including the full terms of the arbitration agreement, or the underlying pleadings were not readily available for some state court systems), and thus, it was not possible to verify the existence of a class waiver. As a result, categorizing a company's arbitration clause as "silent" in the Appendix means either that the full text of the arbitration clause was not readily available to verify the existence of a class waiver, or the full text was available and contains no class waiver. In sum, the study may underreport the existence of class waivers because the full text of an arbitration clause may not have been publicly available to verify the existence of a class waiver.
III. Our Key Finding Is Based On A Broad, Inclusive Definition Of Worker And Workplace
The 80% figure is based on a broad, inclusive concept of worker or workplace. The 80% finding was determined by examining publicly-available records concerning the top 100 American companies, as listed in Fortune, as well as the companies' subsidiaries and related, affiliated entities. For example, Home Depot, Inc. owns Interline Brands, which uses an arbitration clause with its employees. For purposes of the 80% figure, a Fortune 100 company is treated as having an arbitration clause if one of its subsidiaries uses an arbitration clause in the workplace.
Furthermore, for purposes of the 80% figure, the study includes representatives, agents, and independent contractors of the Fortune 100 companies and in some cases, workers of affiliated companies. For example, the cases cited for New York Life Insurance and the other insurance companies in the study involve what appear to be independent agents or representatives for the company. Similarly, Nike is listed as using arbitration in connection with workplace disputes because there is a reported case where a sales representative for a designated territory challenged an arbitration clause, and the case cited for Amazon.com involves delivery truck drivers who allege they are improperly classified as independent contractors. Also, the Dow Chemical and Exxon Mobil cases involve maintenance workers who technically were hired by another employer, but who did work on behalf of the Fortune 100 company at the facilities of the Fortune 100 company. The Exxon Mobil case involves an employee of a maintenance company that appears to enter into long-term contracts with Exxon Mobil, and the maintenance or staffing company assigned the employee at issue to an Exxon facility for a twoyear period, such that Exxon was alleged to be a joint employer of the worker bound by the arbitration clause. Similarly, the American Airlines case involves a skycap who served American Airlines customers, but who technically was employed by an aviation staffing agency that entered into a contract with American Airlines.
Likewise for Ford and General Motors, both top 10 companies, there are no reported cases involving individual arbitration agreements with workers who are direct employees of either company. However, car dealerships closely affiliated with these automobile manufacturers use arbitration clauses for their own employees. For purposes of the 80% figure, both Ford and General Motors are listed as having arbitration clauses because an affiliated dealership uses such clauses. Similarly, Verizon relies on retail stores which appear to be independently-owned and which are not subsidiaries of Verizon, but such retail stores often serve as exclusive agents who sell only Verizon products or services. Because such a retail store closely affiliated with Verizon uses arbitration agreements with its own employees, Verizon is listed in the study as having an arbitration clause for purposes of the 80% finding. This study refers to these workers as "affiliated" workers, which includes agents, representatives, or independent contractors of the Fortune 100 company, as well as employees of affiliated entities.
We have concluded that it is reasonable to rely on a broad, inclusive, flexible concept of a worker in part because the companies benefited from these affiliated workers. Additionally, courts in some cases have permitted non-signatories to a contract containing an arbitration clause to enforce those terms against third parties, thereby allowing companies to impose arbitration on workers those companies did not technically employ. 4 Because companies frequently advance aggressive legal arguments regarding non-signatories that are sometimes accepted by courts, it is only fair to use a flexible, inclusive concept of a worker for purposes of this study.
IV. If One Adopts A Narrower Definition Of Worker, Our Research Indicates That The Use Of Arbitration Still Is Widespread Among The Fortune 100
If one opted for a narrower definition of employee, one could eliminate the "affiliated" workers from the study. Line drawing who counts as an appropriate worker for this study can be difficult and subject to some reasonable debate. However, by eliminating workers who appear to be classified as independent contractors or agents of Fortune 100 companies, or employees of affiliated companies, it appears that a line can be drawn to eliminate 14 companies with arbitration clauses where the connection to the Fortune 100 company may arguably be less compelling, such as the examples above where a staffing company or other third-party provides a maintenance worker for a Dow Chemical factory, or where an aviation staffing company employs a skycap to serve American Airlines customers. As a result, under a more conservative view eliminating those 14 companies involving affiliated workers, 5 66 companies out of the top 100 companies in America use arbitration agreements in connection with workplace-related disputes, and of these 66 arbitration agreements, 32, or almost half of the 66, contain class waivers (48.4% of the 66). However, as mentioned above, arbitration law supports a broader, more flexible concept of a worker for purposes of this study, because courts may sometimes allow non-signatories, such as a company that relies on a staffing service for workers, to enforce arbitration clauses.
A. Use Of Arbitration For Disputes Involving Executives
Concerns about forced arbitration focus on workers who have no meaningful choice or no bargaining power to reject a "take-it-or-leave-it" arbitration agreement. This study does not analyze the issue of meaningful consent, or whether the worker was aware of or understood the significance of an arbitration clause, or whether the worker had the bargaining power to reject or modify an arbitration clause. In other words, there is an issue whether this study should include all workers, or whether executives or top-level managers with arbitration clauses should be excluded from the study. It is not entirely certain, but individual executives may have bargaining power to reject or modify an arbitration clause proposed by an employer. It is workers who lack bargaining power who are most vulnerable and at risk for being bound by a harsh, one-sided arbitration clause.
The 80% key figure mentioned above includes both executives and non-executives. Some cases in this report involved workers who appear to be identifiable as executives for a company. Out of the 80 companies with arbitration clauses in this study, there are 15 companies where the only arbitration clause that was readily and publicly available involved what appears to be an executive. 6 Eliminating these 15 companies from the 80 with arbitration clauses results in the following figures regarding non-executive workers: 65% of the top 100 companies use arbitration clauses in connection with workplace disputes involving non-executive workers, and 5 The 14 companies eliminated under a more conservative view are: Exxon Mobil (maintenance worker hired by another company to work at an Exxon facility for two years); United Health Group (marketing representative); General Motors (employee of an affiliated dealership); Ford Motor (same); Amazon.com (delivery truck drivers alleged to be misclassified as independent contractors); Johnson & Johnson (operations supervisor employed by a staffing company); Prudential Financial (agent); Dow Chemical (maintenance worker hired by third party for Dow facility); New York Life Insurance (agent); American Airlines Group (skycap hired by aviation staffing company to serve American Airlines customers); Nationwide (agent); Allstate (agent); Nike (sales representative); and Northwestern Mutual (agent). 6 The 15 companies involving executives with an arbitration clause are: Express Scripts, Alphabet, Microsoft, Phillips 66, Dell Technologies, Disney, Humana, Centene, Merck, Delta Air Lines, Honeywell International, Goldman Sachs Group, Exelon, Rite Aid, and Time Warner.
of these 65 companies with arbitration clauses, 37 of these clauses have class waivers (56.9% out of the 65).
B. Limited To The Narrowest Definition Of "Employee," Our Research Indicates That Half Of The Fortune 100 Companies Have Sought To Impose Arbitration On Their Employees
For an even more conservative snapshot of how many Fortune 100 companies use arbitration clauses in the workplace, one may eliminate both the "affiliated workers" with arbitration clauses and executives with arbitration clauses as mentioned above. Eliminating both affiliated workers and executives from the study results in a total of 30 companies with arbitration clauses being subtracted from the original group of 80, leaving 50 companies with arbitration clauses for workplace-related disputes. 7 Of these 50 companies, 29 (or 58%) have used arbitration clauses including class waivers.
V. Conclusion
Whether one uses a broad, inclusive definition of worker, or a more conservative view of worker (excluding affiliated workers, executives, or both), at least half (50%) to a significant majority (80%) of the top 100 companies in America have used arbitration agreements in connection with workplace-related disputes since 2010. Of these workplace-related arbitration agreements, almost half, or more, of these arbitration agreements contain class waivers. 8
7 In footnotes 5 and 6 above, there are 14 companies with affiliated workers with arbitration clauses, and 15 companies with executives with arbitration clauses, and therefore, it would seem that one would exclude 29 companies from the group of 80 with arbitration agreements if one desires to exclude both affiliated workers and executives. However, the correct number to subtract from the 80 companies is 30. There is one company, Verizon, which has both an executive with an arbitration clause, as well as an affiliated worker with an arbitration clause. As a result, when excluding only affiliated workers from the broader group of 80 companies with arbitration clauses, Verizon was still listed as a company with an arbitration clause because there is a direct employee of Verizon, albeit an executive, with an arbitration clause. Similarly, and vice-versa, when excluding only executives with arbitration clauses from the broader group of 80 companies with arbitration clauses, Verizon is still listed as a company with an arbitration clause because Verizon still has an affiliated worker with an arbitration clause. From the group of 80 companies whose workers have arbitration clauses, when one subtracts both executives and affiliated workers from the analysis, there are 50 remaining companies in the study with arbitration clauses. 8 Using a broad, inclusive concept of worker, there are 80 companies with arbitration agreements in this study, and 39 out of these 80 arbitration agreements, or 48.75% of 80, contain class waivers. When one excludes affiliated workers from the 80 companies with arbitration clauses, 32, or almost half, of the 66 remaining arbitration clauses contain class waivers (48.4% of the 66). When one excludes executives from the 80 companies, 37 of the remaining 65 companies with arbitration clauses use class waivers (56.9% out of the 65). Excluding both executives and affiliated workers from the group of 80 companies leaves 50 companies with arbitration agreements, and of these remaining 50 companies with arbitration agreements, 29 of the 50 (or 58% of the 50) have class waivers. Thus, regardless of how one construes the concept of worker, almost half of the arbitration clauses in this study, or more, contain explicit class waivers. Again, there is a possibility that all of these numbers may understate the number of companies with arbitration clauses or the percentage of clauses with class waivers because the study relies exclusively on publicly-available information.
In conclusion, it has become increasingly difficult for American workers to access the public justice system because arbitration clauses have permeated the majority of the leading companies in America. Because of forced arbitration, critical wage claims and civil rights claims-which can deeply impact vulnerable workers-may never be heard in a public, open court, where employee plaintiffs are guaranteed important procedural protections, such as broad discovery rights to collect evidence of wrongdoing, the ability to proceed as a class, the right to a jury of peers, and full appellate rights. To add insult to injury, a worker who has been wronged by his or her employer may feel doubly wronged by America's system of justice when a court refuses to hear the worker's pleas. The widespread use of forced arbitration threatens to undermine public confidence and trust in the American justice system.
America's arbitration laws were never intended to cover workplace disputes. The drafters of the Federal Arbitration Act in the 1920s wisely intended to exclude all employment disputes from arbitration, but the U.S. Supreme Court in recent decades has egregiously and repeatedly misconstrued this law. 9 It is hoped that this study can inform the decisions of judges, legislators, policymakers, academics, and others as they continue to study and consider the use of arbitration for workplace-related disputes.
If you have any questions regarding this report, please contact the author, Prof. Imre Szalai, at iszalai@loyno.edu, or reach out to the staff of The Employee Rights Advocacy Institute for Law & Policy at info@employeerightsadvocacy.org.
